Vaibhav Global Limited (VGL)
Smart TV apps on 8 different platforms to market
to digital natives
#SmartTV #Mobility

Summary
TO THE NEW conceptualized, designed and developed Smart TV applications for Vaibhav Global on 8 different
platforms to help them reach out to millions of digital natives and second screen customers and market their
products through live streaming on Smart TVs.

The Client

Highlights

Vaibhav Global Limited (VGL), is a professionally managed fully
integrated electronic retailer of jewelry and lifestyle products. Founded
as Vaibhav Enterprises in 1980 and incorporated as Vaibhav Gems
Limited in 1989, VGL has enjoyed exponential growth ever since the
inception. VGL has access to over 100 million households in significant
markets across the globe, like the US, UK, Canada and Republic of
Ireland. In addition to electronic retailing, VGL group also engages in
traditional B2B wholesale distribution through STS Jewels that serves
various retail chains in USA and UK.

Smart TV Application
development for 8 different
platforms
User centric design with
intuitive UI and seamless
information access
Facilitated users to buy
products from live auctions

The Goal
VGL has direct reach to customers 24x7 on all the major cable, satellite
and DTH platforms – Dish TV, DirecTV, Comcast, Verizon Fios, Time
Warner, AT&T, Sky, Virgin and Freeview. The company wanted to reach

Custom built functions such
as guides to see live auctions,
fast buy and so on

out to modern, new age digital natives by foraying into live streaming
applications for Apple TV, Android TV, Roku TV, Smart Alliance and
multiple others. VGL wanted to enhance the customer experience by
extending the existing digital products for web and mobile to Smart
TV applications.

Key Features
User centric design with intuitive UI enabling quick access and
easy browsing
Enabled users to purchase jewellery and lifestyle products from
live auctions and allowing them to check on programs guide for
upcoming auction plans

Connect with us

Facilitated purchase through normal order process, fast buy option or installments
Enabled users to view profile, activate/deactivate fast buy
Facilitated users with additional information on how to buy a product along with an option to access customer
service desk directly from the comfort of their home

Technical Excellence
Integrated the functionality of payments in the TV apps
Incorporated platform specific functions in the TV apps for enhanced experience
Used development capabilities to build custom functions such as fast buy, information display, access to customer
service and program guide for auction plans and so on
Rigorous testing and delivery of the applications and deployment in the respective application stores
Customized development following the stores’ specific best practices and checklists
Implemented Google Analytics for tracking the customer journeys, conversions and get multiple other actionable
insights

Know more about our Smart TV App Development offerings
www.tothenew.com
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